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faixas elenco itunesAleppo: A Humanitarian
Tragedy As the devastating bombardment

continues to rip through the rebel-held areas of
Aleppo, a report from Al Jazeera’s Jacky

Rowland, from outside the city, reveals the true
scale of the humanitarian tragedy taking place.

As the Syrian forces inch closer and closer to the
last rebel stronghold of Aleppo, the city is falling

into chaos. Food and medicine is running
desperately short, as well as clean water and

electricity – many areas have been cut off
entirely from the outside world, with very little
communication from inside the city and no real
knowledge of what is happening in the outside
world. The web of connections to the outside
world have been severed. Our correspondent
says the time for humanitarian aid is short.
Aleppo's citizens have been left to face the
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onslaught of the Syrian regime alone.Posts
Tagged 'exploring' The big thing going on here
is that I tend to put off projects, tacking them
onto the end of the summer. A lot of that is

because I’ve been so busy in the last few weeks,
putting out fires. A big fire happened during my
break when I went on vacation. I had to work my

way through those emotions. I’ve been easing
into the return to work and working on some
really cool things, with none of them scary or
difficult. The cool thing is that I’ve gotten a bit

of an education about shooting in low light
conditions. Not completely. But I’m sure I’ll pick
up a few tips from the many readers and friends

that write and comment. Looking through my
photos, I noticed that a lot of them feature some

sort of low light thing. Something to look up.
Well, that has been a start. I was shooting a last-
minute (really, really last minute) birthday party

for my bro a few weeks ago. I wasn’t really
paying attention to what I was doing. I just

clicked, and took a ton of photos. I thought I’d
share them and see what people think. I shot
these using one small flash. I was aiming for

these ghost-like images. Walking into the room
with these flash-lit
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